Abstract. Moment closures offer the promise of several advantages as compared to other methods in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The extended solution vector allows for an expanded region of validity as compared to the Navier-Stokes equations. It is also expected that solutions for an approach based on partial differential equations can often be obtained more affordably than for particle-based methods. This paper details the construction of a new 14-moment closure inspired by the corresponding maximum-entropy closure. It is shown that closed-form expressions can be found for the closing fluxes that lead to equations with a hyperbolicity that is robust enough for flow situations with a high degree of nonequilibrium effects. Numerical solutions of a system with the simplified BGK collision operator are presented. These solutions are not physically accurate because of the crude treatment of the right-hand side. Nevertheless, they provide insight into the behaviour of the moment approximation of the left-hand side. It is shown that by preserving a singularity in the highest-order closing flux from the maximum-entropy closure, smooth shock profiles can be expected, even when the incoming speeds are higher than the equilibrium wavespeeds of the system.
INTRODUCTION
Moderately rarefied gas flows are difficult to treat using traditional methods. Such flows are said to exist in the transition regime between nearly equilibrium flows and free-molecular flows. Classical fluid-dynamic models, such as the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, are only valid when collisions between gas particles restricts the flow to nearlocal-equilibrium behaviour. Though particle-based methods, such as Direct-Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) [1] , provide a valid description of gases at any level of rarefaction, computational costs incurred by these methods can be prohibitive as gas densities increase or for low-speed flow situations. This leaves a gap between local-equilibrium and free-molecular flows where no current technique is available. Moment closures of the Boltzmann equation offer the promise of models that are well suited for such flows.
Moment closures provide a set of first-order hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs) for an extended solution vector that provides a natural treatment for non-equilibrium flow behaviour. In addition to physical modelling advantages, moment closures offer many numerical advantages for CFD, for both near-equilibrium and transitionregime flows. For example, the first-order balance-law nature of the resulting system of equations gives the possibility of an extra order of spatial accuracy for a given stencil as compared to the Navier-Stokes equations. Also, numerical approximations to first derivatives tend to be less sensitive to grid quality than second-or higher-order derivatives. This means higher-quality solutions can be obtained on lower-quality meshes, which often result when adaptive mesh refinement is used or for complex real-world geometries. The use of a PDE-based approach also leaves open the possibility of PDE-constrained optimization for rarefied-flow situations; these techniques are incompatible with stochastic methods such as DSMC.
Given all the advantages promised by moment closures, one may wonder why they have not been adopted as a standard tool. Unfortunately, all current moment closures can be said to be deficient for one reason or another. The original moment closures proposed by Grad [2] become non-hyperbolic for moderate departures from local equilibrium due to the development of complex eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian. As a consequence, the moment equations may no longer be well posed for initial-value problems. A more mathematically elegant hierarchy of moment systems can be obtained through an entropy-maximization principle [3, 4] . The resulting moment system can be shown to be hyperbolic whenever the underlying entropy-maximization problem is solvable. Unfortunately, for all maximumentropy moment system of sufficiently high order to include a treatment for heat transfer, the fluxes of these systems cannot be written in closed form. The result is that a very expensive iterative procedure must be employed for every flux evaluation. This expense is not justifiable for practical flow problems.
Current hyperbolic moment closures are also unsuitable for high-Mach-number flows if the details of the internal shock structure are of interest. This is because, when the incoming flow speed is higher than the maximum wavespeed of the moment system at local equilibrium, information cannot travel upstream and an unphysical "sub-shock" must result. This discontinuity is purely a mathematical artifact of the model. This paper demonstrates that, using the maximum-entropy hierarchy as a guide, closed-form higher-order moment equations that are robust enough for the calculation of practical flow solutions including high-Mach-number shock waves can be developed. As the present work concerns the modelling of the left-hand side of Boltzmann equation through moment approximations, the simple BGK relaxation-time model is adopted in place of the true collision operator [5] . Numerical solutions are therefore not physically realistic, but insight into the behaviour of the new moment system can still be gained. It is also shown that, by preserving a singularity in the closing flux from the maximum-entropy hierarchy, it is actually possible to expect smooth shock calculations for flows with very high Mach numbers.
MOMENT CLOSURES
Moment closures follow from the field of gaskinetic theory, wherein monatomic gases are described by probability density functions, F (x i , v i ,t). These functions define the probability of finding a particle at a location, x i , with a velocity, v i , at a time, t. In the absence of external acceleration fields, the evolution of these distributions is governed by the Boltzmann equation,
Here, the left-hand side is responsible for simple particle streaming while the right-hand-side term is the collision operator, which models the effect of inter-particle binary collisions on the distribution function. This collision operator is local, however it is a complicated integral relationship that is very difficult to evaluate in practice. As stated above, the simple BGK collision operator is used for this study [5] .
The Boltzmann equations provides a huge amount of information regarding the local micro state of a gas, however, in most situations, it as actually a small number of macroscopic quantities that are of interest. These macroscopic quantities are related to the velocity distribution function through moment relations taking monomials of the particle velocity as weights. The first few moments and their relationship to classical fluid variables are
Here the notation, < · >, denotes integration over all velocity space, m is the gas particle mass, ρ is the mass density, u i is the bulk velocity, c i is the random component of the gas-particle velocity, P i j is an anisotropic pressure tensor, p is the thermodynamic pressure, Q i jk is the generalized heat-flux tensor, and q i is the traditional heat-flux vector.
Equations governing the time evolution of these moments can be obtained by taking moments of the Boltzmann equation. This leads to Maxwell's equation of change,
where φ (v i ) is the velocity weight corresponding to the moment of interest. A system of equations governing a set of moments is obtained by defining the vector Φ Φ Φ to contain all the corresponding velocity weights,
where F i is the flux dyad corresponding to the conserved moments contained in U. Unfortunately, this system is not closed. The time rate of change of each moment in U is dependent on the spatial divergence of a moment of one-order higher in velocity-that moment's flux. Closure of the system of moment equations can be obtained by prescribing an assumed form for the distribution function. The number of free parameters in the assumed form is chosen to agree with the number of moments in the solution vector, U. These parameters are then set such that assumed form is consistent with all moments in U. All higher-order moments then become functions of the lower-order known moments through the integration of this assumed distribution function.
Maximum-Entropy Moment Closures
One attractive assumed form for the distribution function is to take the distribution that maximized the physical entropy, while remaining consistent with the moments in U [3, 4] . It can be shown that this leads to distribution functions of the form
where Φ Φ Φ is again the vector of velocity weights and a is the vector of closure coefficients. Moment systems based on distribution functions of this form can be shown to be robustly hyperbolic whenever coefficients, a, can be found such that Eq. (4) is consistent with all moments in U. Unfortunately, there are two problems. Firstly, for all moment systems with super-quadratic velocity weights in Φ Φ Φ, moments of this distribution function cannot be evaluated in closed form. The means that at every flux evaluation the closure coefficients must be found though an expensive iterative procedure involving many numerical integrations over all of three-dimensional velocity space. The second problem is that Junk has shown that for all higher-order members of this hierarchy, there are physically realizable states to which no distribution function of this form corresponds-there is no solution to the entropy maximization problem [6] . Junk has also shown that this space of non-realizability always touches local equilibrium.
CLOSED-FORM MOMENT EQUATIONS
During a previous study, a higher-order maximum-entropy moment closure for a one-dimensional gas was investigated and it was found that, after a quadratic remapping of parameters space, a simple polynomial fit could be used as an approximation to the true maximum-entropy closing flux [7] . It was found that the resulting moment equations were robustly hyperbolic and gave remarkable good results for non-equilibrium flow situations, such as profiles for strong shock waves. The process of moment equation construction followed three steps.
1. First, a suitable remapping of moment space was employed. 2. Next, information about the behaviour of the closing flux at equilibrium and on the realizability boundaries was determined. 3. Finally, a form for the closing flux that transitions between the known boundary states was postulated.
In the following subsections, the same procedure is applied to a real three-dimensional gas. The simplest member of the maximum-entropy hierarchy which has a treatment for heat-transfer is a 14-moment closure. This is the closure that will be investigated. The vector of generating weights is
This leads to a solution vector containing the following moments:
The resulting moment system of moment equations is
∂ ∂t
where C i j...l is the effect of the BGK collision operator on the moment < mv i v j ...v l F >. In order to close the system, expressions for the following moments, which appear in the flux dyad, are needed: Q i jk = mc i c j c k F , R i jkk = mc i c j c 2 F , and S i j jkk = mc i c 4 F .
Determination of Realizable States and Remapping
The question of physical realizability of a moment state is a question of whether a positive distribution exists which corresponds to a given set of moments. For any given set of velocity weights, M = m [1, v i 
where b is a column vector containing the coefficients of the polynomial. For any polynomial, P, and positive-valued distribution, F , it is clearly a requirement that
and thus the moments present in the real symmetric matrixȲ, given bȳ
are physically realizable when this matrix is positive definite. If one takes
T it is found that the resulting matrix,Ȳ, is positive definite if
As mentioned earlier, Junk has shown that for all higher-order maximum-entropy closures, there exist physically realizable moment states for which no maximum-entropy closure exists. For this 14-moment case, this subspace of non-realizability is
One way to visualize what this means is to realize that when Q i j j = 0, R ii j j cannot be higher than the value it has when the gas is described by the 10-moment Gaussian distribution function [3] . An inspection of Eqs. (13) and (14) reveals that a parabolic mapping similar to that used in [7] can be employed. This mapping is
where 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. It can be seen that when σ = 0 this is the Junk subspace and when σ = 1 this gives the physical realizability boundary. In this way all realizable moment space is spanned.
Investigation of Closing Fluxes on Realizability Boundaries
An investigation into the maximum-entropy distribution functions corresponding to moment states on the physicalrealizability boundary reveals that, on this boundary, all particles exist on a sphere in velocity space. Figure 1 shows four such distribution functions (axi-symmetric cases, with v 2 r = v 2 y + v 2 z , are shown for ease of illustration). For cases with heat transfer and zero bulk velocity, the sphere is not centred on the origin. Nevertheless, the sphere can be centred by applying the simple translation
Axi-symmetric probability-density function corresponding to several moment states on the physical realizability boundary.
FIGURE 2. Axi-symmetric probability-density function corresponding to several moment states on the physical realizability boundary, shifted so that the sphere is centred on the origin in velocity space. Figure 2 show the final two distribution functions from Figure 1 after this translation has been applied. The fact that the distribution function exists only on a sphere centred on the origin is advantageous because it allows higher-order contracted moments to be related to lower-order moments. This is because anytime v 2 appears in the velocity weight corresponding to a contracted moment, it can be taken out of the integral as it is constant on the sphere. In fact the magnitude of this constant can be found as
The radius of the sphere is therefore r =
U ii
ρ . It must be kept in mind that, because a velocity translation may be needed to centre the spheres, full moments containing convective terms must be used during this analysis.
Construction of Proposed Closing Fluxes
The proposed expressions for the three tensors needed to close the moment system are now investigated. Firstly, the third-order tensor Q i jk is considered. Unfortunately, since this tensor is not contracted, it is difficult to say much about its value on the realizability boundary. Conversely, when the distribution function is a Gaussian distribution (Q i j j = 0 and R ii j j = 2P ji P i j +P ii P j j ρ ) its derivative with respect to Q mnn can be computed analytically as
with
Given the small amount of information available about this tensor, the assumed expression for Q i jk is taken to be
with K i jkm defined in Eq. (18). Next an expression for R i jkk is developed. At a Gaussian distribution, this can be integrated analytically and has the value
On the realizability boundary, this moment can be determined by expanding the moments in the equation
ρ U i j and solving for R i jkk . On this boundary it has the expression
Remembering the definition of σ in Eq. (15), the following interpolation seems most appropriate
Finally, an expression for S i j jkk is sought. When the distribution function is Gaussian, the following derivative can be found
On the realizability boundary, one can use 
Using this knowledge, the following expression for S i j jkk is assumed
The exponents 2 and 0.6 were determined though numerical experimentation.
A Singularity in the Closing Flux
An investigation of the behaviour of Eq. (27) reveals that, as σ approaches zero, S i j jkk approaches a singularity. That is, this closing flux realizes an arbitrarily large magnitude in the neighbourhood of the subspace in which the maximum-entropy closure does not exist. The eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian also become arbitrarily large as this subspace is approached. As was stated earlier, this space of non realizability touches local equilibrium, and thus there are always states arbitrarily close to equilibrium where the closing flux and system wavespeeds are arbitrarily high. This singular behaviour is also present in the true maximum-entropy hierarchy [6] and for many years this has been regarded as a major failing of the maximum-entropy approach. However, it will be shown in the following section that this singularity brings some advantages and it is therefore intentionally preserved in the proposed closure.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to investigate the behaviour of the new moment equations, a numerical investigation of the internal structure of shock waves is shown. An upwind Godunov-type finite-volume scheme with piecewise limited-linear reconstruction and HLL flux function [8] is used. Wavespeeds are determined by numerically determining the eigenvalues of the analytic flux Jacobian. A second-order-accurate time-marching scheme is used that treats the hyperbolic left-hand side of the moment equations explicitly while employing a point-implicit treatment for the stiff, but local, right-hand side [7] . The relaxation time for the BGK collision operator is held fixed at a value of τ = 10 −7 s for all computations. The computed results are therefore not physically accurate, however they do allow an evaluation of the behaviour of the closure for non-equilibrium flows. As an approximation, the Knudsen number is taken to be
The incoming pressure and density are taken to be standard atmospheric values, 101325 Pa and 1.225 kg/m 3 respectively. A spatial discretization of one thousand equal-sized volumes is used.
Shock-Wave Structure Figure 3 shows normalized density and heat-flux profiles for shock waves with Mach numbers of 2, 4, and 8. For the case with a Mach number of 2, a maximum-entropy solution is also plotted where the entropy-maximization problem was solved numerically for each flux evaluation using a finite velocity space for the required numerical integrations of the distribution function. It can be seen that the profiles computed using the new closure are smooth at all Mach numbers investigated even though the fastest wavespeed at equilibrium is less that Mach 2. This fact is possible because discontinuities in a hyperbolic non-linear system such as this move at some speed between the maximum upstream wavespeed and the maximum downstream wavespeed. In the current system there is always a state near equilibrium with arbitrarily large wavespeeds, thus, even infinitesimal disturbances from equilibrium can move with arbitrarily high velocities. For the Mach-2 and Mach-4 cases, the system remains hyperbolic throughout the entire computation. For the case with a Mach number of 8, the solution does pass through a region where some wavespeeds develop imaginary components. In these cases, the real component of the wavespeed is used and solution-convergence was still possible. The proposed closure is therefore not globally hyperbolic, but does seem to be robust enough for many applications. The discontinuity that is present in the solution of the maximum-entropy closure is most likely due to the finite velocity space used during the integrations.
CONCLUSIONS
A new 14-moment closure is proposed. This closure is constructed by finding as much information as possible from the 14-moment maximum-entropy closure and interpolating using simple functions. The resulting hyperbolic system is robust enough to allow the computation of flows with a high degree of non-equilibrium. Moreover, the presence of a singularity in the closing flux allows for smooth shock wave profiles even at high Mach numbers. 
